FAX from Klaus Dinger to a Journalist 1998
Dear J.G.,
of *#*#* Online Magazine
New York New York.
Thanx for Your latest request by mail.
Apart from being flooded with paper and administration, CDs and cassettes...
I'm in a very creative/ productive phase as an artist and musician most of all!
So: Sorry...
Music is my first outlet, and if I got to say something online I do it via/ through
my dingerland website from time to time. (the website ends in 2020, the
contents will be transferred to klausdinger.com)
I recently made one exception interview-wise for Swedish "Pop" magazine
through Michael Dee/ London.
You will probably find a corrected/ expanded version of the article on "my"
website in autumn and I hope to find the time to put right all these rumours,
lies, falsifications being around - in at least one book before I die...
Few words on NEU! (Dinger/Rother): After all Michael is just - and always has
been - a freerider on my ideas, inventions, total devotion/ passion risk-taking
etc. He's also a brilliant guitarist of course, but NEU! is much more than that.
And: (Unlike all the others You name) I still piss on the industry in music and
in court... and find it absurd to take part in an hommage to myself...
As a little present I add/ enclose ticket No 1140 of 9.9.1987 - Take closer look
and find Bowie describe laDüsseldorf as "music close to his heart" in a '79
interview in "Melody-Maker" - long before the bootleg-promo-campaign for
NEU!
In case You come to Düsseldorf, please let me know (on 19th July, 21o'clock,
will happen the first ever la!NEU? concert in Germany in Düsseldorf Kunsthalle/
Art-Hall) - Seems I broke the total boycott since '85 (Listen to "America" on
"Néondian") - So: God bless CTR/ Tokyo!
Best wishes! and Cha Cha!

2 more: I'm strictly against my music online. People
like Bill Gates and Benjamin Netanjahu will ruin
mankind and the earth for quite a while - but... "You
can't sink a rainbow..."

Courtesy:
Ralf Gawlista, who made dingerland.de from 90s in collaboration with Klaus Dinger. This web
address ends at the end of 2020. The contents will be transferred to klausdinger.com
By the way: Gawl stresses that Klaus Dinger's opinions are not necessarily Gawl's opinions!

